Abstract-Corticokinematic coherence (CKC) refers to coupling between magnetoencephalographic (MEG) brain activity and hand kinematics. For voluntary hand movements, CKC originates mainly from the primary sensorimotor (SM1) cortex. To learn about the relative motor and sensory contributions to CKC, we recorded CKC from 15 healthy subjects during active and passive right indexfinger movements. The fingertip was either touching or not touching table, resulting in active-touch, active-no-touch, passive-touch, and passive-no-touch conditions. The kinematics of the index-finger was measured with a 3-axis accelerometer. Beamformer analysis was used to locate brain activations for the movements; somatosensory-evoked fields (SEFs) elicited by pneumatic tactile stimulation of the index finger served as a functional landmark for cutaneous input. All active and passive movements resulted in statistically significant CKC at the movement frequency (F0) and its first harmonic (F1). The main CKC sources at F0 and F1 were in the contralateral SM1 cortex with no spatial differences between conditions, and distinct from the SEF sources. At F1, the coherence was by two thirds stronger for passive than active movements, with no difference between touch vs. no-touch conditions. Our results suggest that the CKC occurring during repetitive finger movements is mainly driven by somatosensory, primarily proprioceptive, afferent input to the SM1 cortex, with negligible effect of cutaneous input.
INTRODUCTION
Kinematics of repetitive executed and observed hand movements is coherent with magnetoencephalographic (MEG) brain activity both at the movement frequency (F0) and its first harmonic (F1) (Jerbi et al., 2007; Bourguignon et al., 2011 Bourguignon et al., , 2012 Bourguignon et al., , 2013b Piitulainen et al., 2013) . The cortical sources of this corticokinematic coherence (CKC) are located in the contralateral primary sensorimotor (SM1) cortex. However, the relative motor and sensory contributions to CKC in the context of self-executed hand movements are still unknown. One approach to unravel these contributions is to compare CKC under active vs. passive movements and to vary the level of cutaneous tactile input. During passive movements, the effect of corticospinal efferents is negligible while movement-related afferent somatosensory information is preserved.
According to single-neuron recordings, both the primary motor (M1) and primary somatosensory (S1) cortices receive proprioceptive feedback, and certain human M1 neurons discharge during both active and passive hand movements while remaining silent during tactile stimulation (Goldring and Ratcheson, 1972) . In neuroimaging studies, both active and passive upper limb (hand and elbow) movements may result in strikingly similar activation patterns in the contralateral SM1 cortex, covering both the M1 and S1 cortices (positron emission tomography, PET, (Weiller et al., 1996) ; functional magnetic resonance imaging fMRI, (Reddy et al., 2001; Kocak et al., 2009) ). According to MEG recordings, passive finger and toe movements activate S1 and secondary somatosensory cortices, but the results have been more diverse on M1 involvement (Xiang et al., 1997a,b; Mima et al., 1999; Alary et al., 2002; Woldag et al., 2003) .
We aimed to disentangle motor and sensory contributions to CKC by (1) comparing coherence strength during continuous active and passive right index-finger movements, (2) comparing the cortical source locations between active and passive movements and with respect to the sources of somatosensory-evoked fields (SEFs), and (3) evaluating the effect of tactile input on coherence. We hypothesized that cortical CKC sources would be more 0306-4522/13 Ó 2013 IBRO. Published by Elsevier Ltd. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroscience.2013.02.002 posterior for passive than active movements due to a posterior shift of the center of gravity of SM1 activation because of decreased motor-cortex involvement (Reddy et al., 2001) . Furthermore, by varying the amount of tactile input (the moved finger either touching or not touching the table supporting the hand), we attempted to locate CKC sources with respect to S1 index-finger area, indentified by tactile SEFs. Finally, we expected the strength of CKC in different conditions to inform about the relative motor and sensory contributions.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES Subjects
Fifteen healthy subjects (mean age 29.4 yrs, range 21-38; 8 males, 7 females) without any history of neuropsychiatric disease or movement disorders were studied. According to Edinburgh handedness scale (Oldfield 1971) , 14 subjects were right-handed (mean 92, range 67-100; left-right scale from À100 to +100) and one subject was ambidextrous (À20).
The study had a prior approval by the ethics committee of the Helsinki and Uusimaa district, and the subjects gave written informed consent before participation. Subjects were compensated monetarily for the lost working hours and travel expenses.
Experimental protocol
During MEG recordings, subjects sat with the left hand on the thigh and the right hand on a table positioned in front of them. Earplugs were used to reduce concomitant auditory noise. Subjects were instructed to fixate a self-chosen detail in a picture (21 Â 30 cm 2 ) on the wall of the magnetically shielded room, positioned 2.8 m in front of them, 11 deg to the left from the midline. A white paper sheet taped vertically on the MEG gantry prevented the subjects from seeing their right hand moving.
Subjects underwent six experimental conditions (four movement conditions, SEFs to tactile stimulation, and a rest condition). The order of the six conditions was randomized for each subject. The four movement conditions (active-touch, active-no-touch, passive-touch, and passive-no-touch) involved continuous flexion-extension of the right index-finger at a frequency around 4 Hz for 3.5 min, and they comprised two movement tasks, active and passive, and two movement types, touch and no-touch. The finger movements occurred mainly at the metacarpophalangeal joint. In touch conditions, the tip of the index finger touched the table whereas in no-touch conditions it did not. Subject performed the active movements with a self-paced rate. In the passive task, the investigator moved a light aluminum stick, attached with Velcro strap to the middle segment of the subjects right index-finger, with a selfpaced rate around 4 Hz (Fig. 1, right) . To reduce cutaneous stimulation during passive movements, the middle phalanx of the index finger was covered with surgical paper tape prior to the placement of the Velcro strap. Subjects did not see the investigator who sat on the right side behind the paper screen.
The kinematics of the right index-finger was monitored with a 3-axis accelerometer (ADXL335 iMEMS Accelerometer, Analog Devices, Inc., Norwood, MA, USA) attached to the index-finger nail (Fig. 1) . The accelerometer did not produce artifacts to the MEG signals.
For SEF recordings, tactile pneumatic stimuli (duration 183 ms, peak at 36 ms) were delivered to subject's right fingertip once every 500 ms, for 4 min, which resulted in about 480 stimuli.
In the rest condition, carried out for noise estimation, subjects rested eyes open during 3.5 min.
Measurements
MEG. The measurements were carried out at the MEG Core of the Brain Research Unit, Aalto University. Cerebral activity was recorded in a magnetically shielded room (Imedco AG, Ha¨gendorf, Switzerland) with a 306-channel whole-scalp neuromagnetometer (Elekta Neuromagä, Elekta Oy, Helsinki, Finland). The recording passband was 0.1-330 Hz and the signals were sampled at 1 kHz. The subject's head position inside the MEG helmet was continuously monitored by feeding current to four head-tracking coils located on the scalp. The locations of the coils with respect to anatomical fiducials were determined with an electromagnetic tracker (Fastrak, Polhemus, Colchester, VT, USA). Co-registration with the MRI images was based on three anatomical fiducials and additional digitization points.
Acceleration and EMG. Accelerometer and surface electromyographic (EMG) signals were recorded time-locked to MEG signals, low-pass filtered at 330 Hz and sampled at 1 kHz ( Fig. 1) . EMG electrodes were placed in bipolar configuration (impedance < 10 kX) with 20-mm inter-electrode distance over extensor digitorum and flexor carpi radialis muscles. A ground electrode was placed on left side of the subject's neck.
MRI. 3D-T1 magnetic resonance images (MRIs) were acquired with whole-body General Electric Signa Ò VR 3.0T MRI scanner (Signa VH/i, General Electric, Milwaukee, WI) at the AMI Centre of the Aalto University.
Data processing
MEG and MRI pre-processing. Continuous MEG data were pre-processed off-line using the signal-space-separation (SSS) method to suppress external interferences, correct for head movements, and align head positions across the sessions (Taulu et al., 2004) . The signals were band-pass filtered through 1-195 Hz off-line and epochs exceeding 3 pT (magnetometers) or 0.7 pT/cm (gradiometers) were excluded to avoid contamination by eye movements, muscle activity, and artifacts in MEG sensors. Individual MRIs were segmented using Freesurfer software (Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging, Massachusetts, USA). Then, the MEG forward model for two orthogonal tangential current dipoles was computed for each node of a 5-mm mesh of the white-gray matter interface using MNE suite (Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging, Massachusetts, USA).
Coherence analysis. To perform frequency and coherence analyses between the index-finger acceleration and MEG signals of the four movement conditions, continuous data were split into 2048-ms epochs with 1638-ms epoch overlap, leading to frequency resolution of $0.5 Hz (Bortel and Sovka, 2007) . Acceleration corresponding to each epoch was computed at every sample as the Euclidian norm of the three band-passed (1-195 Hz) acceleration signals (Bourguignon et al., 2011) . The use of the Euclidian norm of the accelerometer channels allowed us to quantify finger kinematics regardless of hand position. Before the coherence analysis, each epoch of acceleration was normalized by its Euclidian norm. Frequencies of interest, showing consistent coherence across subjects, were applied for source analyses, where cross-spectral density matrix was computed between all possible combinations of MEG signals and the Euclidian norm of the acceleration signals (Bourguignon et al., 2011) .
CKC source analysis. We first estimated noise level at every sensor as the root-mean-square value of the rest condition MEG signals (passband 1-195 Hz). We then normalized MEG signals and the MEG forward model coefficients corresponding to each sensor according to this sensor-noise level. Finally, coherence maps at frequencies of interest were produced within the computed source space using the dynamic imaging of coherent sources (DICS) approach with minimum-variance beamformer (Gross et al., 2001; Bourguignon et al., 2011 Bourguignon et al., , 2013a .
SEF source analysis. The SEF data were filtered through 0.5-40 Hz and analyzed from À100 to 300 ms with respect to stimulus onset. Covariance matrix, computed on unaveraged data in the 30-90 ms range, was used for unit-noise-gain beamformer computation. Beamformer coefficients were further used to compute noise-normalized source power maps (SEF maps) in the 30-90 ms range with respect to stimulus onset. This time range was chosen to match the timing of the main SEF responses.
Group-level CKC and SEF maps. Subjects' white matter surfaces were warped to the standard Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) white matter surface using the spherical morphing procedure implemented in Freesurfer. Then, a morphing map-linearly mapping the cortical surface values in individual subjects' cortex to MNI cortex-was computed using MNE suite, and the results were applied to coherence and SEF maps. To optimize inter-subject comparability, these individual morphed maps were normalized by their maximum value (i.e. the node with the maximum value in a normalized morphed map takes value 1). Averaging across subjects yielded a group level map for each condition.
EMG. EMG signals were band-pass filtered at 20-195 Hz, with additional notch filters at 50 Hz and its harmonics. For each subject, the mean EMG activity was computed as the difference between root-mean-square of the EMG signals during the movement conditions and the rest condition, which was used to estimate EMG noise level.
Movement characteristics. For each subject and movement condition, a parameter quantifying finger-movement regularity was derived from the time-course of the Euclidian norm of the three band-passed (1-195 Hz) acceleration signals. To compute this parameter, power spectrum of the Euclidian norm was computed and smoothed with a 0.1-Hz full-width at half maximum Gaussian kernel. Then, the first peak corresponding to the finger F0 was identified and the regularity parameter was computed as the ratio between the power at F0 and the mean power in the [2/3 Â F0; 3/2 Â F0] frequency interval. The value of the regularity parameter increases with sharpness of the F0 peak (i.e. with regularity of the movement).
Statistical analysis
Movement characteristics. Both finger F0 and regularity parameter in movement conditions were compared using a twoway 2 (task: active/passive) Â 2 (type: touch/no-touch) repeated-measures analysis of variance. Linear spectral densities of hand acceleration between movement conditions were compared using a three-way 2 (task: active/passive) Â 2 (type: touch/no-touch) Â n (frequencies of interest) repeatedmeasures analysis of variance.
Sensor-level coherence. Coherence values at the sensor level (maximal value across all sensors) were assessed under the hypothesis of linear independence at each frequency of interest, taking into account the use of overlapping epochs (Halliday et al., 1995; Bourguignon et al., 2011) . Coherence values at the sensor level were considered statistically significant at p < 0.05.
Group-level CKC and SEF map values. Statistical significance of group-level maps' values was assessed using a non-parametric permutation test. For this purpose, subject-and group-level noise maps were obtained for each condition, either by computing coherence between rest MEG signals and acceleration signals of the movement conditions (for CKC), or by using a covariance matrix computed in the baseline (from À90 to À30 ms) range (for SEFs). Under the null hypothesis of no difference between CKC or SEF maps and noise maps, this labeling is arbitrary and can be exchanged prior to group-level map computation (Nichols and Holmes, 2002) . To reject the null hypothesis and to assess statistical significance, the sample distribution of the largest difference between the map of interest and the noise maps was computed from the exhaustive permutation set. Then, all nodes in CKC or SEF maps differing from the noise map more than the 95 percentile of the sample distribution were considered statistically significant (Nichols and Holmes, 2002) .
CKC and SEF source locations. To assess the inter-condition differences in the cortical source locations, we first excluded in each group-level map all nodes with values significantly different from the map's maximum value (p < 0.05 as assessed with a paired t-test across the 15 subjects); the remaining set of nodes can be interpreted as containing the sources of the CKC or SEFs with 95% probability. Differences in cortical source locations between all pairs of conditions were then assessed by the degree of overlap (h) between two corresponding sets of nodes (one from each map), with h defined as the number of nodes belonging to both sets divided by the number of nodes in the smallest set; h takes value 1 if the two clusters overlap completely and value 0 if the two clusters do not overlap at all. A low h value therefore indicates a source location difference between the two compared conditions.
The statistical significance of h was further assessed with a non-parametric permutation test (Nichols and Holmes, 2002) . Under the null hypothesis that a common brain area generates both SEFs and all CKC sources, SEFs and CKC (touch/notouch; active/passive; frequencies of interest) are arbitrary labels for the maps, and the statistical significance of h can be assessed by comparison with the distribution of values obtained when the labels are permuted (Nichols and Holmes, 2002) . Accordingly, the sample distribution of the minimalacross condition pairs-h value was computed from 10.000 different permutations and a threshold for h at p < 0.05 was computed as the 5 percentile of this sample distribution (Nichols and Holmes, 2002) .
Strength of CKC. Possible differences in strength of coherence between movement conditions were compared using a three-way 2 (task: active/passive) Â 2 (type: touch/notouch) Â n (frequencies of interest) repeated-measures analysis of variance. The dependent variable was the subjects' individual coherence value at the node with the maximum value in the group-level map.
EMG. The EMG activity during movement and rest conditions was compared using a one-way repeated-measures analysis of variance (4 conditions: active-touch, active-no-touch, passivetouch, passive-no-touch). Fig. 1 shows 2 -s epochs of a representative subject's MEG, acceleration, and EMG signals during both active (left panel) and passive (right panel) movements. The main frequencies of the acceleration and MEG are the same, and visible already in the raw signals. During the active movement, EMG bursts are time-locked to acceleration peaks whereas no EMG activity is present during the passive movement. Fig. 2 shows linear spectral densities of hand acceleration in each condition, with individual subjects' traces superimposed, and examples of the magnitude (Euclidean norm) of hand acceleration from a single subject. Acceleration peak is evident at each movement cycle, and it was especially strong in touch conditions where the acceleration changed abruptly. The spectral densities were very similar across subjects, but higher at F0 than at F1 in all conditions (effect of frequency, F 1,14 = 178, p < 0.001), and higher in no-touch than touch conditions (effect of type, F 1,14 = 47.8, p < 0.001), with an interaction between the movement frequency and type (F 1,14 = 68.4, p < 0.001). The spectral densities were always higher in no-touch than touch conditions (p < 0.05-0.001), and at F0 than F1 (p < 0.001). No main effect was detected for movement task (active vs. passive). However, the movement task Fig. 2 . Linear spectral densities of hand acceleration as a function of frequency normalized according to individual movement frequency (F0); the superimposed traces are from different subjects (N = 15) and data are given for all conditions. The inserts depict 2-s epochs of the Euclidian norm (Acc) of hand acceleration for each condition.
RESULTS
interacted significantly with the movement type (F 1,14 = 14.1, p < 0.01); the spectral density was higher in passive task than active task during touch conditions (6.24 ± 0.37 ms -2 Hz -1/2 vs. 4.98 ± 0.44 ms À2 Hz À1/2 , p < 0.05), but not during the no-touch conditions. Table 1 shows group means of the linear spectral densities.
Movement characteristics
Frequency of finger movement (Table 2) did not differ significantly between movement tasks (F 1,14 = 0.40, p = 0.54) or types (F 1,14 = 1.09, p = 0.31), even though task and type interacted significantly (F 1,14 = 13.50, p < 0.01). The analysis of variance comparing the regularity of index-finger movements revealed a significant effect of task (F 1,14 = 11.1, p < 0.01), and no effect of type (F 1,14 = 0.0124, p = 0.91) nor interaction (F 1,14 = 0.0764, p = 0.79). The regularity-parameter (Table 2) averaged across subjects and type showed that movement was more regular (p < 0.01) in passive task (regularity-parameter:
3.3 ± 0.2) than in active task (regularity-parameter: 2.5 ± 0.1).
Sensor level coherence
All subjects performed all tasks with no difficulties. Statistically significant (p < 0.05) coherence was found between the acceleration signals and MEG signals during all four active and passive conditions both at the F0 and its F1, except in two subjects in active-touch at F0. Thus F0 and F1 were used as frequencies of interest in the source analysis, resulting in total of eight CKC sources (4 conditions Â 2 frequencies of interest). Fig. 3 shows subjects' individual coherence spectra between MEG and hand acceleration. Fig. 4 shows CKC and SEF group-level maps that all showed statistically significant values. All eight CKC sources were located in the hand area of the contralateral SM1 cortex, with no spatial differences between the four movement conditions (active-touch, active-no-touch, passive-touch, passive-no-touch) at F0 and F1. The CKC maps showed maximum value in the post-central gyrus, i.e., the S1 cortex but covered also the precentral gyrus, i.e., the M1 cortex, except in passive-touch and passive-no-touch at F1. The CKC source maps did not overlap significantly (p < 0.05) with the SEF source map, except for activeno-touch-F0
CKC and SEF source locations
(p = 0.07) and passive-no-touch-F0 (p = 0.24) conditions. The SEF source was located at the anterior wall of the post-central gyrus (area 3b of S1 cortex). Table 1 provides MNI coordinates of the node with the maximum value in each CKC and SEF map.
Strength of CKC
Strength of CKC was affected by task (active vs. passive, F 1,14 = 8.85 p < 0.01) and frequency (F0 vs. F1, F 1,14 = 16.25, p < 0.01) with an interaction between them (F 1,14 = 7.29, p < 0.05), whereas movement type (touch vs. no-touch) had no effect. The mean CKC level across the movement types was 118% (p < 0.001), 63% (p < 0.01) and 94% (p < 0.001) higher during passive tasks at F1 when compared with active-F0, active-F1 and passive-F0, respectively. Table 1 shows the CKC strength for all movement tasks, types, and response frequencies.
EMG
EMG level measured during passive conditions did not differ from the noise level. However, the EMG level was higher during active conditions (touch or no-touch) than during passive (touch or no-touch) or rest conditions (p < 0.01) for both the extensor (F 3,42 = 33.09, p < 0.001) and flexor (F 3,42 = 10.74, p < 0.001) muscles, whereas it did not differ within the active conditions, nor within the passive conditions (Fig. 5) .
DISCUSSION
This study demonstrates that coherence between MEG signals and index-finger acceleration can be observed during passive index movements with similar coherence levels and neural generators than those obtained during active index movements. The coherence peaked at F0 and F1, in line with previous studies using active handmovements (Jerbi et al., 2007; Bourguignon et al., 2011 Bourguignon et al., , 2012 Piitulainen et al., 2013) , and was about 63% stronger during passive than active finger movements at F1, but equally strong at F0, with no effect of movement type (touch vs. no-touch). The main sources of the coherent signals were at the hand area of the SM1 cortex, contralateral to finger movements, with no statistically significant spatial difference between sources for active and passive movements. Sources of SEFs to tactile stimulation of the index finger were distinct from most of the CKC sources, and they were located in the anterior wall of the post-central gyrus at the S1 finger area, in agreement with earlier studies (for a review, see (Hari and Forss, 1999) ).
Motor versus somatosensory contribution to CKC
Our results imply that the active motor contribution to CKC is minimal, and that the coherence strongly reflects somatosensory input to the SM1 cortex. Indeed, all active and passive finger flexion-extension tasks resulted in significant CKC, at both F0 and F1, without any consistent spatial differences across conditions, and with no systematic posterior shift of source locations for passive movements with respect to active ones. These results confirm that the SM1 cortex is the main generator of CKC, although they cannot conclude whether only the S1 or only M1 cortex, or both of these neighboring areas are involved.
All SM1 areas receiving proprioceptive input are potential candidates for CKC generation. Areas 1 and 3b of the S1 cortex receive mainly cutaneous tactile inputs (Kaas 1983 ) whereas areas 3a and 2 receive proprioceptive inputs (from joint and muscle receptors) and respond to joint movements (Burchfiel and Duffy, 1972; Schwarz et al., 1973) as well as to passive stretching of muscles (Lucier et al., 1975) . The human M1 cortex also receives proprioceptive feedback during both active and passive hand movements while it remains silent during tactile stimulation (Goldring and Ratcheson, 1972) . These findings and the currently observed significant CKC during both active and passive finger movements suggest generation of the CKC at hand S1 and M1 cortices by proprioceptive feedback. The proprioceptive predominance is further supported by the lack of significant overlap between the CKC and SEF source maps; SEFs are known to mainly reflect cutaneous tactile afferent input to area 3b (and probably 1) of the S1 cortex.
Although most somatosensory afferents project in monkey via the ventral posterior thalamus to the S1 cortex (Kaas 1993) , and not directly to the M1 cortex (Huffman and Krubitzer, 2001 ), M1 does receive input from proprioceptors (mainly muscle spindles) at similar short latencies (5-10 ms) as area 3a of the S1 cortex (Devanandan and Heath, 1975; Lucier et al., 1975) . Thus the M1 cortex likely receives direct proprioceptive input in addition to cortico-cortical connections via somatosensory areas 1 and 2 (Jones et al., 1978) . Moreover, vibration of a tendon, known to activate muscle spindles similarly as does muscle stretch (Burke et al., 1976; Roll and Vedel, 1982; Gandevia 1985) , activated in a PET study more strongly the M1 cortex than the S1 cortex (Naito et al., 1999; Naito and Ehrsson, 2001 ). In light of these studies and our results, CKC likely originates from proprioceptive feedback to the SM1 cortex, although we cannot conclude whether M1, S1, or both cortices are involved. For the current fast finger movements, we were not able to determine consistent delays between the acceleration and MEG signals and thus could not estimate latencies for the sensory input.
Effect of concomitant tactile stimulation
Most CKC sources were spatially separated from sources of SEFs to tactile stimulation. Moreover, cutaneous input from the tip of index finger to the S1 cortex did not substantially contribute to CKC, since touching the table (touch vs. no-touch condition) with the fingertip did not have any significant effect on coherence strength nor on the location of the main CKC sources. This result contradicts a previous finding of stronger CKC during touch than no-touch condition in a hand flexion-extension task (Bourguignon et al., 2012 ). However, the CKC level can be affected by several factors, such as movement rate and steadiness, range of motion, and the muscles involved. The difference between the studies might be due to different motor tasks (hand versus index-finger movements, all fingers touching the thumb versus index finger touching a table at each movement cycle), which makes direct comparison of the CKC level difficult. Nevertheless, the current results are in line with some other previous findings. First, fMRI shows similar activity patterns in a finger-thumb opposition task independently whether fingers are touching or not touching the thumb (Jansma et al., 1998) . Second, somatosensory-evoked potentials (SEPs) recorded from the scalp to passive finger movements are preserved even when joint and cutaneous afferents are blocked by ischemic anesthesia of finger while muscle spindle afferents remain intact; the SEPs disappeared only when the anesthesia was extended to the forearm muscles and palm, thereby blocking muscle spindle afferents (Mima et al., 1996) . These results could in part be explained by ''gating'' of cutaneous inputs during both active and passive movements, as is also indicated by the weaker perceived intensities of cutaneous stimuli (Milne et al., 1988) , higher perceptual thresholds (Angel and Malenka, 1982) , and reduced SEPs to electrical stimulation of digital nerves of thumb (Rushton et al., 1981) and median nerve (Jones et al., 1989) both during active and passive movements. We thus consider the concomitant cutaneous stimulation during passive movements have negligible effect on the CKC measured in our current setting.
Coherence at F0 and F1
During active repetitive flexion-extension finger movements, the SM1 cortex can be coherent with the movement kinematics both because of rhythmically generated motor commands and rhythmic proprioceptive feedback from the muscles. However, the muscles were silent during passive finger movements, and thus the coherence mainly reflected somatosensory, likely the proprioceptive feedback. The M1 and S1 cortices are located at opposite sides of the central sulcus, and thus cancelation of their opposite currents at some stages of the movement cycle may have affected to the observed signal strengths. Unfortunately, we are not able to make any further conclusion on the basis of our present data whether the effect is different for F0 and F1.
During passive, but not active movements, the coherence was stronger at F1 than F0. Although the mechanisms involved in F1 coherence are still unsettled and need further investigation, one plausible explanation for the F0 vs. F1 difference derives from the slightly different kinematics of the passive and active movements. Although the mean movement rate did not differ between the conditions, the rate was by a third more regular for the passive movements performed by an experienced investigator than for the active movements. The enhanced movement regularity will in turn strengthen the observed coherence between acceleration and MEG signals because time variability leads to phase variability that is proportional to the frequency and thus twice more important at F1 than at F0. Despite the higher regularity of passive than active movements, the power of the hand acceleration both at F0 and F1 was similar between the active and passive conditions. Somewhat surprisingly, the power of hand acceleration was significantly higher both at F0 and F1 in no-touch conditions compared with touch conditions, likely due to power spread to the higher frequencies because of the fast deceleration of the finger when hitting the table during the touch conditions. Despite these significant differences in the kinematics, the coherence strength did not differ between the touch and no-touch conditions.
The functional significance of CKC at F1 remains unclear. It may not represent just the harmonic of the F0 coherence but rather a response to proprioceptive feedback from both the flexor and extensor muscles occurring altogether twice during each movement cycle. For active movements, the respective efferent motor commands occur twice during each active movement cycle, and thus could, in principle, also contribute to coherence at F1. However, our findings demonstrate a dominant role of the sensory feedback in the generation of the CKC.
CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that the acceleration of index finger is coherent with the contralateral SM1 cortex during both active and passive index-finger movements, with similar location of the main generator in both conditions. CKC seems to be mainly driven by proprioceptive feedback, with no major indication in our data of the effect of cutaneous input.
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